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This study aims to identify and explain the achievement of Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI) in a change in policy towards leadership caliphate. The method used was qualitative research, this study performed in the secretariat DPD I HTI, Kedaton, Bandar Lampung. Informants in this study in detail is Chairman of the Council I, Section Public Relations, and Head. HTI specialized field Lampung. While the method of data collection was conducted using interviews and documentation, and analysis techniques used are data reduction, data display, conclusion. The results showed Hizbut Tahrir want social change is a change in the whole system, and the changes required to the strategy is the strategy of three stages. First by conducting intensive coaching and cadre, both to disseminate ideas, interact with the public openly express opinions about sharia and caliphate in the form of means, and a third get the power to owners of power in order to help Hizbut Tahrir and together create a caliphate. His role in policy change that is by doing the political pressure on the government to straighten out any policies made by the government in a way to submit corrections to these policies and offer solutions solving.
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